[The visual cortex "on command": 2 modes of operation of neuronal mechanisms (a topical article)].
Orientation tuning (TO) of 152 single units in the 17th area of cat cerebral cortex was studied under different contrasts of the light bar flashed in RF (2.3, 10 and 100) and also under local and general anaesthesia (Sombrevin, 4 mg/kg or Nembutal, 35 mg/kg). An invariance of preferred orientation to contrast or anaesthesia was revealed in 40-50% of cells. Noninvariant cells shifted significantly their preferred orientation on 22-90 degrees. Invariant units more often have a simple RF, more sharp OT and preferred horizontal and vertical orientations. Under the low-contrast conditions or under general anaesthesia, noninvariant neurons shifted their preferred diagonal orientations. Different role of the two neuronal groups in detection of the reper (horizontal and vertical) and other orientations in a normal conditions (high-contrast, alert state) in comparison with their behavior under worse conditions (low-contrast, narcosis or sleep) is discussed.